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Q5: Let A - t1,2,3,4,...... ...,20] er"d. B : {2,3,5,7,71.,13,1,7,L9} find

1-1.4 u Bl

2- How many subsets can be built from the set A which contain four elements

Q5: Solve the following recurrence relation

C,, : C,.-:. * Co*z suchth{t Cs = (. - l
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Q1: Read the following passage carefully then answer the questions below:

An elevator is wonderful. lt is really only small room. Rooms usually stay in one

place. Elevator travel up and down all day long. Sometimes a worker stands in the

elevator. He or she runs it up and down. ln modern elevators there is no worker. The

people walk in. They know what floor they want. They push a button and the elevator

goes to that floor. lt is all very fast and easy. Elevators are very important for us. Why?

Think about a tall building. Maybe it has twenty floors. Maybe it has fifty or more. Who

can walk up all those stairs? Maybe people can climb them one time. Can someone climb

thirty floors to an office every day? Can small children walk up to their apartment on the

twenty-fourth floor? Can their mother and father carrv food up all those stairs? Of

course not. We can have high building because we have elevators. We could not have all

the beautiful tall building in the world without elevators. They are really wonderful.

A-Give a title for this passage.

B-Give the main idea for this passage.

C- Give the meaning of the underlined words. (5 only)

D- From the passage answer the following questions.(5 only)

l-What is an elevator?

2-How is an elevator different from other rooms?

3-Does a worker run a modern elevator?

4-How do people make an elevator go up and down?

5-Can people walk up twenty or forty floors every day?

6-Why can we have high buildings?

" 9V-, a-L-dt .!-b t

(2 marks)

(3 marks)

(5 marks)

(10marks)



Q2: Rewrite each sentence in passive voice: (5 only) (20 marks)'

1-Did a storm destroy the cottage?

2-The company has fired Rita.

3-The security guard is searching our bags.

4- ls the secretary preparing the documents?

S-The manager canceled the game.

5-We buy his house.

Q3: Give an example for the following: (5 only) (20 marks)

1- A sentence in present continuous tense has an adverb.
2- A sentence in past tense has an adjective.
3- A sentence refers to future tense.

4- A sentence has a human object.

5- A sentence with non-human subject.

6- A compound sentence.

Q4: Give the idiom that gives the following definitions. (5 only) (10 marks)

1"-

2-

3-

4-

to totally beat someone.

nonsense.

to go crazy.

a very small amount of money.

suspicious, not right.

a very nice person.

Good:uck

6-

5-
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1- a) Ftnd"the d"omatnandrang of the functions y - *,!:
and graph them.

tanTl χ

(10D)

b) solue the equation coshx - 2 sinh x

2 - a) If Y = cos-1 N Prove that

=l FOrχ  .

ソ‖(ギげ=0

b) Find the derivative of J y, *rztnv - 32* = 4J, 。           (10D)

。           (10D)

(10D)

x=2  .        (10D)

area by y=χ
3′

x=_1′ x=1

3-Fυαιπαιθ  α)hrny→。

4-Eπιttα tθ   α)∫デ彗号

y2
b)lim.→ ∞

dχ

In (n)

1-cos y

b)∫
vl_χ 2sin~lχ

5- a)Find the length of the curve Y

b)find the volume generated bY

about x-axis

=χtt frorn  x=-l to

rotated the bounded

6-a) Find the complex numb er z : 
^12 

e"in poler forme and cartesian forme

b) Find the three roots of i2 and graph them . (10D)

7- Write the equations of the lemniscates and graph it (10D)

8-Find the length ofthe curve r=f(θ)=α(1-COS θ)・ (10D)
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Answer Five Questions(l4 marks) for every question

Q1- Defined the following with examples:-

l- Surjective mapping.2- Equipotent set. 3- Partially Ordered sets. 4- Totally

Ordered subset.

Q2- Prove:

l- p n q.:- -(-pv-q) .

2-LetAandB be sets. Then. AsB € AU B = B.

Q3a- Let A be a set. Then (A")' = A.

b-n*:1*n, V n e N s.t 1:0*.

Q4- If R is Partial Order relation on a set A then R-r is Partial Order relation on A.

Q5- Prove that:

1- 1+3+5+7+......+ (2n-1) :r' .

2- 4+8+12+....+4k:2k (k+1).

Q6- a-Multiplicatio n in Zis associative.Prove.

b- The integer number a is Positive if there exist m,n € N such that (m,n) e a &

n(m. (give example)

Good Luck
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Answer onlv 4 questions (same mark for all questions 15 M)

Ω

=生
PrOVe that l.V=Rw2.P=F.V3.V=wr

B- Curve in high way has l00m in radus if the t1r: 0.2 between the car wheel and
street, FIND the maximum speed of car to keep car in the way?

Q2l lnthe following Fig., where will the ball hit the wall and what is the component
of velocity before hit the wall ?

wall y:?

凶 生
1. Derive that K.E of rotating body: ll2l w2 ?

2. Define :

l. Fraction force
2. Capacitor

B- A block has mass (10 Kg) rest on horizontal surface, what is the constant
horizontal force (0 is required to give it velocity at
4 m/sec in 2sec starting from rest, if the fraction force is constant and equal to
5w, FIND the coefficient of friction?

型 resistant from the Fig.?FIND the total

V rms=10V
F=5011z
C=10 farad

Qy A- Draw and explain how the AC current Generate fi'orn the generator?
B- FIND the magnetic force effected on ( 100C) of charge has velocity 3 * 103
m/sec perpendicular to the magnetic flux (2 tesla)?
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Answer Five Questions(l4 marks) for every question

Ql- Defined the following with examples:-

1- Surjective mapping.2- Equipotent set. 3- Partially Ordered sets. 4- Totally

Ordered subset.

Q2- Prove:

1-pnq=-(-pv-q).

2-LetAandB be sets. Then. Ae B <-+ Au B - B.

Q3a- Let A be a set. Then (.4c)c - /.

b-n*:lt n, Vn € N s.t 1:0*.

Q4- If R is Partial Order relation on a set A then R'l is Partial Order relation on A.

Q5- Prove that:

1- 1+3+5+7+......+ (2n-1) =n2 .

2- 4+8+72+....+4k :2k (k+1).

Q6- a-Multiplication in Z is associative.Prove.

b- The integer number a is Positive if there exist m,n € N such that (m,n) € a &

n(m. (give example)

Good Luck


